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Introduction
Intersection accidents are one of the most common accident types in the world. In both the US and Europe, they account for approximately 40% of all accidents [1, 2] . When considering only fatal crashes, they account for approximately a fourth and a fifth of all traffic fatalities in the US [3] and Europe [4] respectively. In Sweden, while the share of intersection accidents among all accidents is relatively low at only 22.3%, they account for 17% and 21.9% of all traffic fatalities and severe injuries respectively [5] 1 .
While intersection accidents account for a large proportion of accidents and injuries, there are numerous sub-categories of the same with different types of intersections (Tjunction, 4-way, Y-junction, etc.), signalized vs non-signalized, direction of bullet vehicle, other traffic, etc. All these factors have significant impact on the dynamics involved, threat detection and decision making. This makes analysis of intersection accidents cumbersome and time-consuming.
Fortunately, previous research on this accident scenario have highlighted a few variations that are overrepresented in the accident statistics. The two most common variants identified by [6] are called "Straight Crossing Paths" (SCP) and "Left Turn Across Path -Opposite Direction conflict" (LTAP/OD). In a NHTSA report, these accidents were ranked second and third respectively in both comprehensive societal cost and functional years lost metrics 2 [7] . In this work, in order to limit the scope, we opt to focus on the LTAP/OD crash variant. This choice is motivated by the fact that accident avoidance while cornering poses vehicle dynamic challenges that are not seen in the SCP scenario. An illustration of the LTAP/OD scenario considered in this work is shown in Figure 1 .
Collision avoidance in this scenario has been studied in the past and a large body of work exists that deal with cooperative collision avoidance using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, one cannot always rely on all vehicles having fully functioning V2V or V2I communication systems. This is particularly true for the near future as there will likely be older vehicles on the roads that do not have such systems for some time to come [14] . The same is also true for Figure 1 Schematic of the LTAP/OD intersection accident. The "opposite direction" descriptor is for the direction from which the bullet vehicle approaches the host vehicle. Here, v 0 and θ 0 are the initial velocity and course angle of the host vehicle respectively, v b and Y b the initial velocity and lateral offset relative to the host of the bullet vehicle respectively, and X b0 the initial X-distance between the host and bullet vehicles.
less common classes of vehicles such as mopeds and other non-motorised road users like cyclists and pedestrians.
Other work exists that deal with decision making for such accidents using model-based methodology, probabilistic methods, etc. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However these use simplified motion models and/or simple manoeuvres (braking or steering only as opposed to combined braking and steering) to perform their analysis. Moreover, most of them only deal with decision making and not with vehicle control during the intervention itself. In [23] , optimal control based advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) are dealt with in general but intersection accidents are not considered specifically. They pre-compute a set of optimal manoeuvres offline and select one for use in the scenario of interest which is executed via a PID controller. In [24] , Model Predictive Control (MPC) is used to perform evasive manoeuvres, however, the path planning is done outside the MPC and simplified linearised models are used in the MPC to perform path following. Moreover, brake based collision avoidance systems for intersections are already on the market [25] .
To the best of the authors' knowledge, no work so far has dealt with the task of comprehensive online vehicle motion control taking into account the dynamics involved in the LTAP/OD scenario, particularly with regards to the possibility of assisting the driver if he/she decides to avoid the collision by crossing the intersection ahead of the bullet vehicle. The present work addresses this issue.
The availability of electric propulsion, either in the form of fully electric or a hybrid drivetrain, is assumed in this work. Since the manoeuvre is near-crash and is of a short duration (∼ 1.5 s), good controllability and fast response is needed from the propulsion actuator. Internal combustion engines are relatively less accurate to control and their response is inconsistent since it can greatly depend on factors such as gear selected, turbo lag, engine rpm, etc. Consequently, an electrified drivetrain is assumed to be able to deliver the requested torque quickly and reliably.
In this work, we formulate the problem using a particle model in an optimal control scheme to find optimal manoeuvres that avoid accidents by crossing the intersection ahead of the bullet vehicle. We assume in this work that the driver intention is to cross the intersection ahead of the bullet vehicle and as a result, solutions that override the driver (brake based solutions) are not investigated. The results so obtained are verified through numerical optimisations 3 using the same particle model, followed by a two-track vehicle model. Results from the two-track model are analysed and compared to that of the analytical particle model. Finally, a Modified Hamiltonian Algorithm (MHA) controller is used as a torque allocation strategy that uses the analytical optimal control solution to perform driver assist interventions in this accident scenario. This controller is then tested in a high fidelity CarMaker simulation using a validated Volvo XC90 vehicle model.
Analytical study of the LTAP/OD scenario
While the scenario parameters vary widely in the statistics, to limit the scope of work, we focus on the scenario specified in Table 1 . This specification is mainly based on an internal study performed at Volvo Cars using the Volvo Cars Accident Database but is also loosely based on on the numbers presented in [7, 26, 27] . Note that the friction level is set so as to make the manoeuvre on-limit since this introduces additional challenges for yaw stabilisation during the intervention. This scenario specification is such that, in the absence of an intervention, a conflict occurs between the rear three-quarters of the host and the front of the bullet vehicle (see Figure 12 ). In this case, braking might not be optimal either as a braking intervention of the wrong magnitude or executed at the wrong time can put the host vehicle firmly in the bullet vehicle's path and exacerbate the situation. 
Manoeuvre for collision avoidance by crossing the intersection
In this manoeuvre, the goal is to avoid the collision by crossing the intersection ahead of the bullet vehicle. This manoeuvre can be used as a basis for performing driver assist interventions when the driver intention is to cross, instead of to halt before the intersection. It can also be used to perform decision making in autonomous interventions or to perform the interventions themselves once the decision to pass the intersection has already been taken. Lastly, it can also be useful to perform interventions in cases when there is insufficient distance to brake to a halt before the intersection. A schematic of this scenario as used in the optimal control formulation is shown in Figure 2 . The X-distance between the host and the bullet at the end of the manoeuvre when the host vehicle crosses the global-Y position of the bullet vehicle is termed the distance margin and is taken as the objective function to be maximised. Note that while the road boundaries are shown in the figure, they are not considered in the problem formulation since such constraints would make it infeasible to solve the problem analytically. Potential ways to handle path constraints are discussed later in Section 2.2.
3 A MATLAB based optimal control software called PROPT from Tomlab is used for this purpose April 18, 2018 Vehicle System Dynamics The optimal control problem is set up as the maximisation of the following objective function:
It is important to keep in mind that, with this formulation, an intervention will simply increase the distance margin without any consideration as to how that affects safety. Care needs to be taken in the decision making module to ensure that increasing distance margin actually improves safety. For instance, if the intervention is executed in a scenario where the bullet vehicle would have passed ahead of the bullet vehicle, the intervention could end up putting the host vehicle squarely in the bullet vehicle path. The decision making module should ensure that the intervention is executed only when the intervention can be expected to improve safety.
In Equation (1), since X b0 , the initial distance between the host and the bullet vehicle is constant, the optimal control problem can be reforumlated as a minimisation problem as follows:
subj. to:
Here, γ is the vector of control inputs containing the total force acting on the particle and global angle of said force, that to be optimised over the time interval t ∈ [0, t f ]. x(0) is the initial condition, p 1 (or p in general for a set of constraints) is the terminal constraint andẋ = f are the dynamic constraints. Specifically, f represents the vehicle model and April 18, 2018 Vehicle System Dynamics paperV5 can be expressed as follows:
The augmented objective function to be minimised that incorporates the constraints can then be written as (η and λ are the Lagrange multipliers for the terminal and system constraints respectively):
We now introduce the Hamiltonian function as follows:
where λ is called the co-state of the system. Integrating the last term −λ Tẋ by parts to eliminateẋ and introducing the Hamiltonian function gives:Ĵ
From standard optimal control theory, the optimum can now be determined by finding the stationary point of the augmented objective function [28] . This gives the necessary conditions for the optimum (Pontryagin's Maximum (or minimum) Principle).
Derivative with respect to λ returns the system equations:
Taking the derivative with respect to the states gives the co-state dynamics:
Integrating the above equation gives:
Derivative with respect to x(t f ) gives the first transversality condition:
Solving for the constants in Equation (9) using Equation (10) gives:
Differentiating with respect to t f gives the second transversality condition:
Finally, taking the derivative with respect to the control inputs and substituting expressions for λ 3 and λ 4 from Equation (12) gives the final necessary condition:
Note that since F appears linearly in the equation, according to Pontyagrin's maximum principle, H is minimised by setting F to its boundary value, i.e., F = µmg.
Integrating the model to getẊ andẎ and applying the initial conditions:
Applying the above equations to get η 1 :
This equation can also be used to determine t f once φ is known.
Integrating the model to get Y and applying the final condition, Equation (2c):
Solving Equations (17) and (18) for φ gives a function:
This equation may be difficult to solve analytically, but easy to solve numerically. For the specialised case considered here where θ 0 = 0, the equation reduces to:
The second derivative of the Hamiltonian needs to be checked to eliminate maximas:
Note that this is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for a minima. Lastly, the value of t f from Equation (17) also needs to be checked to ensure it is positive. Figure 3 shows the plot of Equation (19) and the optimum. It can be seen that the equation is highly non-linear with several roots. However, it can be seen that the chosen root is very close to the initial guess and can be easily obtained using a simple gradient descent search with a suitable initial guess. Figure 4 shows the optimal paths corresponding to the solutions of Equation (19) . As can be seen, even though there are multiple solutions, only one is of interest (φ = 112 • ). The other valid root ( ) is not of interest since the optimal path in this case not only leaves the road boundaries, it can also be seen that the distance margin it achieves is much less than that of the chosen root.
Dealing with path constraints
Since the path constraints are not explicitly considered in the optimal control problem in the previous section, it is necessary to check if the resulting optimal paths violate the path boundaries. This can be done by using the expressions for the particle path coordinates to check if the final position is outside the road boundaries.
For a more rigours check, the path coordinates can be checked for a range of time
Shown in Figure 5 are two examples of the final positions of the optimal paths being outside the road boundaries. The left panel shows a case of relatively slow oncoming vehicle and an excess of available grip. As a result, the grip is utilised to take a turn that is tighter than the road curvature. Conversely, the right panel shows a case of relatively fast moving oncoming vehicle and insufficient grip. Consequently, the particle offtracks and crosses the outer road edge.
Once it is seen that the final position of the particle is outside the road boundaries, the optimal control problem can be augmented with an additional constraint so as to hit the road boundary of interest at the terminal time. The optimal control problem then 
where, R b is the radius of the road boundary of interest (inner or outer road edge) and (O X , O Y ) are the coordinates of the center of the road segment arc. Solving this problem in the same way as outlined in Section 2.1 gives the following expressions for the λ co-states and the global force angle:
Observing the problem closely and noting from Equation (26) that the optimal global force is once again a constant, we see that the problem is fully determined from the two terminal constraint equations.
First, the two terminal conditions can be used to determine the terminal X-coordinate.
Here, θ f is the angle subtended by the final position of the particle and the center of the road segment arc to the vertical. Once the coordinates of the final position are determined, April 18, 2018 Vehicle System Dynamics paperV5 they can be used in Equations (22) and (23) and solved for φ and t f . The validity of this approach was verified by comparing the result so obtained with those from numerical optimisations of the optimal control problem outlined in Equation (24) . Comparing the two results showed that they were in fact identical. Note that in the case of offtracking, it might be infeasible in some cases to stay within the outer road edge while crossing the bullet vehicle path due to overspeeding or low friction or both. The feasibility of staying within the road boundary can be checked using a similar optimal control based approach as outlined in [29] . If it is seen that staying within the road boundaries is infeasible, then either the intervention can be stopped/not started or the objective of the intervention can be changed to minimising offtracking instead. The derivation of an optimal global force angle reference to minimise offtracking is outlined in [29] .
From particle model to two-track model
While the analytical results were seen to agree with the numerical optimisation results using a particle model, their validity when extended to more complex vehicle models still needs to be checked. In particular, the influence of yaw degree of freedom, which is not captured in the particle model, needs to be investigated. For this purpose, numerical optimisations are performed using a two-track 3 degree-of-freedom vehicle model with steady-state lateral and longitudinal load transfer and non-linear tyres. The results so obtained are then analysed and also compared with the particle model results. Figure 6 Results from the numerical optimisations of the two track model (no tyre force restrictions). In the bottom row, left panel shows tyre longitudinal forces in tyre reference frame normalised by vehicle mass whereas the right panel shows tyre longitudinal forces in vehicle reference frame normalised by available grip at tyre. Figure 6 shows the results from the numerical optimisation of the two track model when the tyre forces are unrestricted. As can be seen, the vehicle trajectory and the force vectors are very similar to that seen in the case of the particle model. The effect of the fixed obtuse global force angle as the vehicle goes through the manoeuvre can be seen in both the acceleration and the velocity plots. Due to the force angle initially being obtuse relative to the vehicle, it is braked during the first part of the manoeuvre. As the vehicle yaw angle changes however, the force angle becomes acute relative to the vehicle and as a result the vehicle accelerates during the latter part of the manoeuvre. From the speed plot, it can be seen that the net longitudinal speed change over the course of the manoeuvre is less than 2 km/h. A sideslip angle constraint of 6 • is used in the optimisation, which as can be seen, is never active in this case. From the longitudinal force plots, it can be seen that while they generally show the same trend as the longitudinal acceleration, they differ significantly from each other. This is partly explained by the fact that the normal loads on the tyres are different due to load transfer and partly by the need to generate a yaw moment in order to keep the vehicle turning. This can also be confirmed by looking at the plots of normalised longitudinal force in vehicle reference frame (bottom right), wherein it can be seen that they are nearly identical. The larger difference in the beginning of the normalised plots can be explained by the fact that the yaw moment requirement is greater in the beginning as the vehicle transitions from steady-state cornering (initial condition) to the optimal avoidance manoeuvre.
From the steering angle and yaw rate plots, it can be seen that they match each other very closely. This also implies that the yaw moment contribution from the wheel forces are relatively small. The shape of the steering and yaw rate plots can be explained by the longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration plots and keeping in mind the relationship between them (a y ≈ v x ω z ). Rear propulsion Figure 7 Global force angle of the wheels with propulsion capability restrictions Figure 7 shows the global force angle plots for the wheels and the vehicle for different cases where propulsion is restricted to different extents. The left, centre and right panels show cases where propulsion is allowed on the front axle only, on both axles and rear axle only, respectively.
It can be seen that when there are no constraints on tyre forces that can be applied, the vehicle and the wheel global force angles track the analytical closely with less than 5 • of deviation. The larger deviation initially is due to the fact that the optimisation is started with an initial condition corresponding to a steady state cornering situation and it takes a while for the vehicle forces and states to settle to the optimal solution. The deviation at the end is due to an artificial energy term that has been used in the objective function to help the program converge quickly. The small amount of deviation also indicates that the influence of yaw moment (which is not captured in the particle model) is rather small.
The plots of the restricted propulsion cases show that the wheels track the optimum global force angle irrespective of the other wheel's performance. It can be seen that the wheels do not "collaborate" to achieve a vehicle global force angle close to the optimum. This indicates that it might be sufficient to control the tyre force angle at each wheel independently.
The results from the two-track optimisations, particularly the case of propulsion front and rear, confirm the validity of the particle model result since the deviation in global force angles of the tyres is small. Specifically, it indicates that the impact of yaw moment dynamics is small. Additionally, the cases of propulsion front or rear only, indicate that the tyre forces may be controlled independently since it is seen that the tyres independently follow the analytical force angle result irrespective of the other tyres' performance.
Modified Hamiltonian Algorithm (MHA) Controller for Collision Avoidance
The Modified Hamiltonian Algorithm (MHA) Controller was first formulated and presented in [30, 31] and was in turn inspired by the work in [32] . The controller is motivated by optimal control theory wherein the minimization of the objective function can be reduced to a minimization of the Hamiltonian. The MHA is used here for the purpose of wheel force allocation given the global force angle target from the analytical solution.
The choice of MHA here is motivated by the fact that it is well suited for control when virtual control target is in the form of a force angle. Further, since the MHA is based on optimal control theory, it is a natural choice as a controller since the reference is also generated using an optimal control framework. Lastly, while combined longitudinal and lateral control is typically not preferred for safety critical applications, the MHA is particularly good at it and has been shown to work well at limit handling conditions in real-world experiments [33] since it takes the detailed non-linear tyre characteristics into account.
MHA control design
Consider a three degree-of-freedom vehicle model in the global reference frame as follows:
where, F XG , F Y G and M ZG are the vehicle level global vehicle forces. For this vehicle model and the given problem which has a terminal time cost function, the Hamiltonian can be written as:
According to Pontryagin's Maximum (or minimum) Principle [28] , the minimisation of the objective function requires the minimisation of the Hamiltonian. Clearly, only the second term of the Hamiltonian is influenced by u. Consequently, the Hamiltonian minimisation can be reduced to a minimisation of:
Since F XG , F Y G and M ZG are bounded, the absolute value of the co-states do not matter for the minimisation but only their ratios. Furthermore, the ratio of the co-states corresponding to the longitudinal and lateral force has already been determined in the particle model analysis to be the tangent of the targeted global force angle (Equation (14)). Hence the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:
Here, λ is the co-state corresponding to the yaw moment M ZG and is related to λ 6 , but has been scaled to the new co-states of F XG and F Y G . Note that we take the negative of the co-states since the goal is to maximise the vehicle global force in their direction but the problem formulation here is to minimise the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian can be rewritten in terms of the individual tyre force as (H 1 is renamed as H for brevity):
Here, F v x,i and F v y,i are the tyre forces in the vehicle reference frame and φ v is the vehicle global force angle relative to the vehicle and φ w,i is the wheel-corner force angle in the vehicle reference frame. Since it is convenient to work in the wheel reference frame, we transform the tyre forces from the vehicle reference frame to the wheel reference frame using the rotation matrix R(δ i ):
where φ t,i is the force angle in the tyre reference frame and F t x,i and F t y,i are the tyre forces in the tyre reference frame.
The Hamiltonian can now be decomposed into individual wheel Hamiltonians that can be minimised independently assuming that the individual wheel Hamiltonians are insensitive to the applied braking forces at other wheels. Note that while there is the influence of load transfer, the wheel normal loads are estimated independently using the vehicle accelerations and are supplied to the Hamiltonian function as inputs. Additionally, the dynamics of the vehicle and suspension affects tends to damp out rapid changes in wheel normal loads.
In the above equation, F t x,i are the optimised variables, whereas F t y,i are determined using a tyre model with the wheel slip angles and F t x,i as inputs. The idea that the Hamiltonians can be minimised independently at the wheel level is also supported by the numerical results from the two-track model which show that wheels and axles seem to independently follow the analytical global force angle.
To determine φ w,i however, the co-state corresponding to yaw moment (λ) still needs to be determined. This can be done in an adaptive way so as to maintain the yaw balance of the vehicle through the manoeuvre. And as long as the vehicle is yaw stable, the yaw moment can be adapted to improve the performance in the scenario. First we calculate numerically the gradient of the individual tyre Hamiltonians with respect to the corresponding tyre slip angle, α i :
Then, using the slip equation, the gradient of the Hamiltonian with respect to the side slip angle can be determined.
The desired side slip angle rate can then be written as:
where β 1 and β 2 are side slip angle thresholds such that β 2 > β 1 > 0. Next, the desired yaw rate can be written using the desired side slip angle rate and the road curvature.
Finally, the desired yaw moment can be written as follows:
The value of λ can then be adapted as follows in order to track the desired yaw moment:
In this way, the yaw moment M z is controlled not only to maintain yaw stability but also to help minimise the objective function over the course of the manoeuvre. For autonomous interventions, a similar method as for β can be used to determine a April 18, 2018 Vehicle System Dynamics paperV5 desired steering wheel angle rate:
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, Figure 8 shows the overall structure of the Modified Hamiltonian Algorithm (MHA) controller. The particle model is first used to solve the analytical optimal control problem using the current vehicle states and position. The resulting global force vector direction is then transformed to the vehicle coordinates, adjusted to generate a yaw moment as necessary and then transformed to tyre coordinates. The resulting tyre force vector direction is used to minimise the Hamiltonian locally at each wheel. The resulting forces and the Hamiltonian gradient is used to calculate the current estimated and the desired yaw moment for the next iteration. These moment estimates are then used to adapt the yaw moment co-state (λ) in order to adjust the yaw moment for the next iteration. Figure 9 (a) shows the tyre models used by CarMaker and the matched tyre model used in the MHA controller. The matched model is a Magic Formula tyre model based on [34] , but has been simplified for faster computation. The tyres used in CarMaker is also a Magic Formula tyre model and hence a near perfect match is possible in this case. Figure 9 (b) shows the tyre force curves and the computed optima for a single iteration of the MHA. Since the tyre model used here is not isotropic, the final optimised tyre force does not have the same angle as the targeted tyre force angle. Note that the goal of the Hamiltonian minimisation is not to minimise the error in the tyre force angle, but instead to maximise the projection of the tyre force in the desired direction.
Yaw moment compensation
Driver , ,, , , , , , , ,
Modified Hamiltonian Algorithm (MHA) Controller

Simulation results
The controller outlined in the previous section was implemented in a CarMaker simulation environment with a validated Volvo XC90 vehicle model. A driver assist intervention is considered in this case. The steering performed by CarMaker's own driver model and the 
• , φ F L,act = 115.6 intervention is started at the beginning of the turn, i.e., at θ 0 = 0. Propulsion capability is assumed on both axles as is the ability to apply individual wheel brake torques. The availability of electric propulsion and individual wheel brakes means that they can then be combined to perform torque vectoring by braking. Hence effectively, independent wheel force control capability is assumed.
The results so obtained from the simulations are compared with a case where the intersection is navigated without the controller but at constant speed. As previously mentioned, we assume in this case that the driver intention is to avoid the collision by crossing the intersection ahead of the bullet vehicle. Figure 10 shows the simulation results from CarMaker simulations using the proposed controller and the validated XC90 vehicle model. As can be seen, the vehicle manages to avoid the bullet vehicle with a small margin. The scenario is specified such that at constant speed the bullet vehicle strikes the host vehicle in the intersection. In the tyre force plots, the dashed lines represent the request from the MHA whereas the solid lines represent the actual forces at the wheels. The tyre and the actuator dynamics cause large oscillations in the wheel fores initially. Some discrepancy is seen even at the end due to the inaccuracy in tyre radius used when converting the force requests from the MHA to torque requests for the brakes or the propulsion. Note that the actual tyre radius of each wheel changes through the manoeuvre due to load transfer.
Large variation and oscillations can also be seen in the force angles particularly in the beginning. These are partly explained by the tyre force oscillations but are also explained by the fact that the dynamics of the vehicle as a whole take some time to settle to the optimum. The tyre force oscillations are caused largely due to tyre relaxation effects and also due to the wheel dynamics. It can be seen that the force angles approach the optimum towards the end. Additionally, due to the non-isotropic nature of the tyre model, there will always be a difference between the achieved force angles and the optimum. This effect can also be seen in Figure 11 which shows the different force angles at each wheel.
As can be seen from Figure 11 , several factors contribute to the force angles deviating Figure 11 Global force angles at the wheels. Shown are the analytically computed angle for the whole vehicle, the wheel force angle taking yaw moment into consideration (Target), the optimised angle considering the tyre model (Optimised) and the actual angle measured from the tyre forces.
from the optimal. Depending on the wheel, the yaw moment contribution can either be near zero (front left wheel) or large (rear left) which can be interpreted from the deviation of the "target" tyre force angle plots from the "analytic". Here, the "target" curve represents the wheel force angle calculated by the MHA taking yaw moment into account whereas "analytic" refers to the analytical particle model result. This deviation is particularly dominant in the beginning of the manoeuvre. This is understandable since the yaw moment is controlled by λ-adaptation and it takes a while for this to converge. However, the biggest contributor to the deviation appears to be the tyre model itself. This can be interpreted by observing the deviation between "target" and "optimised" which is the angle calculated by the MHA taking the active tyre force curve into account. Due to the non-isotropic nature and the differences in the actual tyre model as compared to the one used in the analytical formulation, a large deviation in the force angle is observed. Another factor here is that at low slip angles (particularly at the beginning of the manoeuvre), the tyre curve is highly non-isotropic and nearly rectangular. Lastly, the dynamics of the wheels, tyres and the actuators themselves causes deviations which are observed as oscillations in the force angles. Inaccuracies in estimated tyre radius, vertical forces, etc. cause a deviation even during steady state. However as stated, it is interesting to note that the force angles follow an understandable trend, and converge to the analytical solution eventually towards the end of manoeuvre. It can be seen that maintaining speed in this scenario causes the host vehicle to be hit in the rear of the vehicle. Braking in this case is risky since it could put the vehicle squarely in the path of the bullet vehicle. It was observed that the MHA controller improved the distance margin by 1.6 m over the passive vehicle.
While path constraints (such as lane boundaries) are accounted for at the particle model level (see Section 2.2), due to differences in the actual vehicle compared to the particle model, the tyre map used, etc., deviations can arise in the actual vehicle path and as a result, path constraints may be violated by the vehicle. Depending on the type of path constraint under consideration, different options exist to ensure path constraints are satisfied. If the vehicle is at risk of violating the outer road boundary, the method presented in [29] can be used to minimise off-tracking. On the other hand, if the vehicle is close to violating the inner road boundary, a constraint can be added in the MHA optimisation that limits the maximum lateral force that can be generated by the tyres. A more general way of dealing with path constraints can be to gradually adjust the global force angle reference by adding a vector component normal to the constraint surface. This would result in the global force angle target pointing away from the constraint and hence cause the vehicle to move away from the constraint as well. An adaptive approach such as the one used in Equation (49) for stability control can be used here. Figure 13 shows the distance margins achieved in different cases. The left panel shows the distance margins measured between the centre of gravities of the host and bullet vehicle when the host centre of gravity is in line with the bullet vehicle path. This distance margin is the variant that is used as the objective function in the optimisation. The right panel shows the distance margin measured between the nearest points of the two vehicles when the host vehicle has fully cleared the bullet vehicle path (rear right corner of host vehicle above front right corner of bullet vehicle). While the latter is a more accurate measure of collision risk, this is not used as the objective function since adding yaw or course angle of the vehicle to the objective function results in a formulation that is infeasible to solve analytically. For the particle model, this distance margin is calculated by using a rectangle of the vehicle size attached to the particle position and course angle.
The particle model and the two-track model refer to the optimal control results where the benefit improvement is seen to be small. In this context, "Without control" means that no tyre longitudinal forces are allowed. However, it is worth noting that the manoeuvre specification is on-limit. The initial conditions are such that, initially, the vehicle is slightly overspeeding entering the corner (v 2 0 /R road /(µg) = 1.01). As a result, the benefit obtained is purely by better utilisation of the tyre grip and not by increased tyre grip utilisation. It is also worth noting that the "without control" cases here are still optimal, but just has more restrictive constraints on the control inputs.
In contrast, in case of the CarMaker simulations, the case of "without control" is not optimal. Furthermore, the driver model here performs corner cutting and thereby reduces the tyre grip utilisation. This allows the MHA controller to not only better utilise the tyre grip but also to increase the tyre grip utilisation and this in turn results in the larger distance margin improvement that is seen.
From the two subplots, it can be observed that the distance margin improvement is larger when measured between the nearest points. This is due to the fact that a larger distance and duration is required in order to fully clear the bullet vehicle path. This in turn allows the controller a longer duration for it to operate and maximise the distance margin.
Lastly, it is worth keeping in mind that, in this scenario, the optimal manoeuvre has a net speed change of just 2 km/h over the duration of the intervention which is approximately 1.5 s. As a result, simply maintaining speed in this scenario is not very far away from optimal. Higher distance margin improvements can be expected in scenarios that require larger speed changes over a longer intervention duration.
Discussion
In this section applications of the method presented in this work in other scenarios, impact of the assumptions made and limitations of this work are discussed. The methodology described in this work can also be used in other intersection accidents such as those shown in Figure 14 where yaw moment control and longitudinal control need to be performed simultaneously. The objective function and the initial and final conditions will need to be adapted in each case to reflect the scenario, but the rest of the method outlined in this work can be applied.
Actuator limitations
While actuator limitations are not considered in this work, their impact on the results are expected to be minor. Since both the brakes and electric drives are fast actuators, not considering their rate limits is likely to have had little impact. Furthermore, as seen in the force requests plots in Figure 10 , the requests don't change rapidly. The electric drive torque too are unlikely to had much impact for several reasons. First, the max acceleration achieved in this intervention is only 2 m/s 2 (see Figure 10) . Second, the intervention is performed at relatively low speeds (max 37 km/h) and since electric drives deliver their peak torques at low speeds, their peak torque limitations are unlikely to be limiting in this case.
If needed however, the MHA controller can easily take magnitude limitations of wheel actuators into account. This is done by simply restricting the search in the Hamiltonian to the longitudinal force domain of interest.
For magnitude limitations caused by open differentials or other differentials, the minimisation needs to be performed for the axle as a whole. This can be done in two stages: first find the optimum longitudinal force for each wheel as usual, then search the space defined by the two individual wheel optimum longitudinal forces to find a common longitudinal force for the two wheels that minimises the axle Hamiltonian. Since the axle Hamiltonian is still only a linear sum of the wheel Hamiltonians, this adds just one more linear search to the controller.
The MHA is unable to directly take actuator rate limitations into account. However, as in the case of the steering angle, the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to the actuator input of interest can be used to control the rate of actuation of such inputs.
Electric drive benefit
Clearly, as shown in the results, accurate and fast actuation capability is needed not only to be able to accurately control the force angle, but also since the manoeuvre itself is only 1.5 s long in this case, fast actuators are needed to deliver the requested torques in time. An internal combustion (IC) engine is less suitable here since they not only have slow response but are have inconsistent response due to possibly being in the wrong engine rpm range, turbo lag, automatic gearbox, etc. An electric drive on the other hand is well suited here.
Furthermore, the availability of such a fast propulsion actuator allows it to be combined with individual wheel braking to achieve brake based torque vectoring. This can in turn be used for better yaw moment control since torque vectoring can achieve higher yaw moment magnitudes than brakes alone. On top of this, the combination of electric drive and brakes allows yaw moments to be applied without applying a net longitudinal force on the vehicle. This allows yaw moment control to be decoupled from longitudinal control leading to simpler controllers and better performance. Hence even when propulsion or acceleration is not required in an intervention, electric drives can improve the effectiveness of the intervention
Sensor and data requirements
In comparison to traditional vehicle control strategies, the MHA needs much more information. The major piece of information that the MHA needs that is traditionally not needed by other controllers is the tyre model. However, this is a one-time requirement and needs to be fed into the controller when it is designed. This raises several questions regarding ensuring the tyre model accuracy over time. It might be possible to continuously adapt parameters in the tyre model as the tyre behaviour changes over time due to wear, temperature, etc. Some work has been done previously on identifying tyre properties online [35] . The other question that this raises is the issue of tyre changes. In such cases, either the tyre model needs to be updated along with the tyre change or perhaps the MHA can revert to a "fallback" tyre model when it detects that the online tyre model does not match the actual tyre behaviour.
The other major pieces of information needed are the vehicle side slip angle or velocity and the road friction level. While not covered in this work, these can be estimated online from the measurable vehicle states [36] . Particularly, the friction estimation is made easier due to the fact that the manoeuvre is an on-limit manoeuvre and hence friction can be estimated as soon as the limit is reached.
Finally, information such as the vehicle position, road boundaries, position and velocity of the bullet vehicle, etc. are needed. However the need of such information is unavoidable for such collision avoidance functions. These needs can be met through various sensors such as radar, lidar, camera vision systems or even V2V or V2I communication.
Conclusions
The task of vehicle motion control for collision avoidance by passing the intersection ahead of the bullet vehicle in a Left Turn Across Path/Opposite Direction (LTAP/OD) scenario is considered in this work.
The scenario is first analysed using an analytical optimal control framework using a particle model. The results so obtained regarding optimal global force angles for collision avoidance are then verified in numerical optimisations using a two-track vehicle model. The global force angle results are analysed further for different drivetrain configurations and it was found that not only does the particle result represent a good approximation of the vehicle motion in the unconstrained case, even when the tyre forces are constrained, the unconstrained tyres still attempt to follow the particle global force angle.
A vehicle dynamics controller called the Modified Hamiltonian Algorithm (MHA) controller inspired by optimal control theory and using the analytical optimal control result previously obtained is outlined. While the MHA has been used for other applications like lane changes and for mitigating understeer, its use for collision avoidance in intersection accidents represents a novel application of the algorithm. The controller is then implemented in simulation and tested in high-fidelity CarMaker simulations using a validated Volvo XC90 vehicle model. Simulations of the scenario with an driver assist intervention performed using the proposed controller showed a distance margin improvement of 1.6 m over the passive vehicle. Higher distance margin improvements can be expected in scenarios that require a larger speed change over the course of the manoeuvre. Higher improvement can also be expected when the steering is allowed to be actively controlled as well.
Lastly, while previous work has dealt with collision avoidance at intersections, they mostly used simplified and/or parametrised manoeuvres. The approach presented in this paper of using optimal control throughout, from reference generation to wheel torque allocation, represents a new approach to handling interventions at intersection accidents.
In future work, the robustness of the MHA, particularly with respect to the estimated friction level and tyre model inaccuracies will be analysed. The driver-interaction aspect of the function both in terms of response to the intervention and driver intention before the intersection needs to be studied. Lastly, full vehicle tests with the proposed controller for validation of the controller performance and demonstration of the real-time capability will be performed.
d
Global X-distance margin -distance between the host and the bullet vehicle at the end of the manoeuvre F Total force on particle in global reference frame f System ode function F x , F y , F z Longitudinal, lateral and vertical forces in vehicle frame respectively F XG , F Y G Global X and Y forces respectively F t x,i , F t y,i
Longitudinal and lateral force of tyre i in tyre reference frame F v x,i , F v y,i
